UNIFORM STATUTORY DECLARATION FORM FOR THE REGISTRATION OF FITTING DESIGNS

NEW BRUNSWICK  NOVA SCOTIA  PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND  NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
NUNAVUT  YUKON  NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

MANUFACTURERS NAME: ABB Limited - Measurement and Analytics
MANUFACTURERS ADDRESS: Oldens Lane, Stonehouse, GL10 3TA, United Kingdom

PLANT LOCATIONS: Oldens Lane, Stonehouse, GL10 3TA, United Kingdom

CATEGORY OF FITTINGS TO BE REGISTERED: PIPE FITTINGS

ASME B31.3 2016ED

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION

USE THIS SPACE FOR OFFICIAL DATE

ABB

LIST OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE ACTUAL ITEMS TO BE REGISTERED:

Measurement Probes

Scope of Registration: 15176s-1

DECLARATION:

I, John E. Marshall, employed by ABB Limited - Measurement and Analytics, hereby declare that the information contained in this form is true and to the best of my knowledge represents the product for which registration is sought. The dimensions, materials of construction, pressure temperature ratings, and identification markings are in accordance with the regulations and standards. I further declare that the manufacture of these fittings is governed by a Quality Control Program which extends to each plant where fabrication occurs in whole or in part and has been verified by ASME, as being suitable for that purpose and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true, and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if made under oath.

Signature of Declarant: ____________________________

Declared before me at ________________ on the day of ________________, 20__

Commissioner of Oaths or Notary Public (sign)

This space for Regulatory Authority use

This registration must be revalidated after ten (10) years from the date of issuance.

CRN: 0F22557.5

FID: 15981

Measurement probes - 100GP, 100 ULTRA, 100GP-D, 100 ULTRA-D, 500 PRO, 500 PRO-D type 81psi @ 23F

Notes: 212F

1. All fittings shall be registered in the name of the Manufacturer.
2. Each category shall be supported with two statutory declaration forms and one copy of supporting documentation.
3. The declaration shall be made by the person having full authority and responsibility for the quality of the end product.
4. Quality control programs shall be revalidated for validation at a maximum interval of five (5) years.

CRN expires July 15, 2030 - DG